This tasting will feature the following beverages -
(If you are unable to source the primary recommendations, alternatives are listed for you to find one that provides a comparable flavor profile & characteristics)

- Victory Prima Pils - Pilsner
  - Alternatives: Sixpoint The Crisp, Paulaner Premium Pils or Lagunitas Pils
- Sixpoint Jammer - Gose (without fruit added)
  - Alternatives: Westbrook Gose or Anderson Valley Gose
- Southern Tier IPA or Southern Tier Nu Juice - IPA (clear)
  - Alternatives: Sixpoint Bengali or Resin, Victry DirtWolf, Dogfish Head 60 Minute IPA, Lagunitas IPA
- Victory Cloudwalker or Southern Tier Lake Shore Fog - New England IPA (Hazy)
  - Alternatives: Your choice of a New England Hazy IPA
- Sixpoint Master Blend Imperial Stout - Stout
  - Alternatives: North Coast Old Rasputin, Oskar Blues Ten Fidy, Bells Expedition